Abstract. The celebrated Mehta integral is shown to be equivalent to a simple algebraicdifferential identity, which is completely routine for any fixed number of variables.
xnl2 H (xi-xj)2Cdxl""dan-H (cj)! without using Selberg's integral (see [M] ). This problem was solved by Anderson [An] . Here we use the method of [WZ1] and [WZ2] to initiate another Selberg-free proof that we believe is of independent interest. We show that (Mehta) for any given n is equivalent to the following elegant identity (d := n(n-1)/2): More important, it seems to have a high chance of producing a uniform, intrinsic, clsification-independent proof. We leave to the reader, an instructive exercise, the tk of finding the root-system analog of (Mehta) that is equivalent to the nowproved Mehta-Macdonald conjecture, and we offer an additional 25 dollars for an intrinsic proof.
Our proposed proof of (Mehta) will be a de,ration rather than a vefication, and will follow the method of [WZ2] . Let us call the len of (Mehta) i(c), and the inteand F(c; x,..., xn). We know from the general theory of [WZ2] (
To be even more optimistic, assume that Pi are polynomials, rather than mere rational functions, in their dependence on (Xl,... ,xn), and are furthermore the components of the gradient of another polynomial P, i.e., P OP/Oxi, i 1,..., n, for some polynomial P. Equation (1) then becomes
If we can find such a polynomial P, and compute the corresponding a0, then it would follow from (WZ), upon integrating with respect to x,...,x,, that L(c) satisfies the recurrence L(c + 1) -ao(c)L(c), which combined with L(0) 1 would enable one to find L(c). Note that the mere existence of a0, which we will shortly prove, is given by the left side of (Mehta') and implies that L(c) is of closed form, which from a theoretical point of view is almost as good as knowing what it is exactly. Let us write P as a sum of its homogeneous parts 2d P E P(j)' P(J) homog, of deg. j, j=2 where, as above,, d equals n(n-1)/2. Denote the operator inside the braces of (2) or (Mehta') by Z. Using Euler's formula, we get
By equating corresponding homogeneous parts, we get (4) p(2d) _(2d)- 
